I. INTRODUCTION
The CDF 1 and D 2 collaborations at the Fermilab Tevatron collider collected data during Run I 1992-96 at p s = 1 :8 T eV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 130 pb ,1 for each experiment. The large number of W and Z bosons detected in the electron and muon channels were used to make precise measurements of their properties. The W ! decay w as studied by both experiment to measure the ratio g W =g W e . Using the Run I data, D has made a comprehensive search for anomalous trilinear gauge couplings in 12 di erent diboson channels and has combined them to produce some of the most stringent anomalous gauge coupling limits in the world so far.
R u n I w as divided into three di erent sections: Run 1A -1992-93 20 pb ,1 ; Run 1B -1993-95 90 pb ,1 ; Run 1C -1995-96 20 pb , 1 . After a brief review of W and Z properties in Section II, the D search for anomalous gauge couplings in the diboson nal states is presented in Section III.
II. ELECTROWEAK MEASUREMENTS A. W and Z Boson Production
Due to cleaner signatures and lower backgrounds, the W and Z bosons are detected via their leptonic decays:
W ! e; and Z ! ee; . The W event selection requires an electron muon with p T 25 20 GeV c and E T 25 20 GeV in the event. For Z selection, the E T requirement is replaced by that of a similar second lepton. The backgrounds for the W electron sample are mainly due to QCD fakes 5.7, decays 1.8 and one-legged Z decays 0.6. The total background for the W sample is 19.8 including cosmic muons. The e and Z samples contain 4.8 and 11.6 backgrounds respectively with additional contributions from Drell-Yan pairs and combinatorics.
The recent W and Z cross section results from CDF and D are shown in Figure 1 and are compared to the O 2 s theoretical QCD prediction 3 . When the ratio of W and Z cross sections is computed many uncertainties cancel and an indirect measurement of the W width can be made:
BRZ ! ll With the measured ratio of R l = 1 0 :6 0:3 , a v alue of ,W = 2 :06 0:06 is obtained from the above equation by using the a theoretical calculation of W = Z , the precise measurement o f BZ ! ll from LEP, and the theoretical computation of ,W ! l. A comparison of R l measurements is shown in Figure 1 along with the Tevatron average.
An updated and expanded W=Z production results can be found in reference 4 .
B. W Mass
The W boson mass is a fundamental parameter of the Standard Model. In the on shell scheme:
where M Z is the Z boson mass, is the ne structure constant, W is the weak mixing angle, G F is the Fermi coupling constant and r denotes the radiative corrections. The r is sensitive to masses of particles such as the Higgs boson, top quark and other new particles. Therefore, a precision measurement of the M W can be used for constraining the Higgs mass or probing the presence of new physics beyond the SM 5 . The W mass is measured using the decay W ! e with a total luminosity o f R Ldt = 8 0 pb ,1 . As an unknown amount o f energy goes down the beam pipe in the forward and backward directions, the p L remains uncertain.
Hence, the W mass is determined using a likelihood t to the transverse mass M T e = 2 p e T p T 1 , cos e 1=2 . A similar procedure is applied to p T e and p T as cross checks. The event selection and backgrounds are similar to the cross section measurement. Event selection with a high quality isolated electron in the central region with p T e 25 GeV c, E T 25 GeV and hadronic recoil [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] GeV c leads to a nal sample of about 28,000 events. The p T depends on the recoil momentum of the electron and hadrons which relies on the detailed understanding and modelling of the leptonic and hadronic energy scales. The D electromagnetic energy scale was calibrated using the constraints from decays Z ! ee; J=! ee and 0 ! as shown in Figure 2 where and are given by E meas = E true + . A complete list of uncertainities contributing to the W mass measurement is listed in Table I .
The t to the M T e distribution is shown in Figure 2 The p T W distribution using qt-space gluon resummation technique is shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 also displays the ratio data-theory theory vs p T W for both resummation techniques. The theory distributions used are obtained by adding the single boson backgrounds and are smeared with detector resolutions while the data distributions are after the subtraction of the QCD background. Both resummation techniques agree with data up to p T W 120 GeV. At higher p T W region, there appears to be some discrepancy as in the case of CDF Z ! ee data 8 . The recently completed D Wp T measurements can be found in reference 9 . The evidence for non SM physics contributions will be an enhancement in the high p T W region 12 . Figure 5 illustrates the predicted numberofevents in the mode WW=WZ ! jj for Run 1B vs the p T W as a comparison of SM and non SM physics for = 1 and = 1. Therefore, a study of the p T W spectrum of WW=WZ production will provide a sensitive test of the W W Z and W W couplings. The nal event count i s 2 2 4 15 while the SM prediction is 4:5 0:8 e v ents. The major sources of backgrounds are from QCD multijet and W+ 2 jet events with W ! . The QCD multijet background is due to misidentifying a muon contained in one of the jets as an isolated muon and where there is signi cant E T . This background is estimated from data using a control sample to determine muon fake probability 13 . The W+ 2 jets contribution is computed using a Monte Carlo sample generated with VECBOS, HERWIG 14 hadronization and 0GEANT 15 for detector simulation. Normalization of this background is determined by comparing the number of expected events outside the dijet mass window after the subtraction of the QCD multijet contribution. The nal background contributions are 105 19 QCD multijet, 117 24 W + 2 jets and 2:7 1:2 others without systematics. The total background contribution to the nal sample are 224:5 32:7 45:8. The comparison of the nal data sample and the total background as a function of p T W is shown in Figure 6 . The data and background distributions are consistent with each other signalling no evidence of AGC. This agreement i s translated into AGC limits by means of a binned maximum likelihood method with convoluting Gaussian errors for the prediction and background uncertainities. The 95 C. L. limits for the coupling parameters and are tabulated in Table II for 
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C. Run I D Combined Anomalous Coupling Limits
The combined limit of WW=WZ ! jj channel along with 11 other channels listed in Table III has been produced. This involves performing a simultaneous binned maximum likelihood t to the observed number of events and the expected number of signal and background distributions: p T spectrum in the W channels, p T l distribution in W W ! llmodes, p T W ! l spectrum in the WW=WZ ! ljj channels and to the observed numberofevents in the W Z ! leeafter a careful account of correlated and uncorrelated uncertainities in di erent data sets and modes.
The one-dimensional 95 C.L. axis limits for the various coupling cases are given in Table IV. Combined with other D channels previously announced, these provide some of the most stringent limits on the anomalous coupling parameters. Looking towards future, the Main Injector is close to operation. The CDF and D detectors are undergoing major upgrades. We expect much larger data sets with much improved detectors in Run II. Both collaborations are looking forward to an exciting Run II with many precision measurements and new discoveries. 
